Nomination Template – Corporate Social Responsibility Award
Each category has specific question and criteria that must be completed. This document is a template of the
required questions you will find on the online nomination form. You will have to copy and paste your entry into
the online nomination form in order to finalize your nomination.
Along with the below information, you will also need to provide us with your company logo (high resolution vector
format .eps or .ai only) and supporting documentation (photos, documents, or videos, maximum combined file size of
250 MB).
Questions? Please contact the Global Energy Awards Team at +44 797-397-4023 / +1 720-264-6840 or Email
globalenergyawards@spglobal.com.
* denotes that it is a mandatory field

Nominated Company Information
Nominated company name: *
Country where the company
is headquartered: *
Nominated company’s
website:
Nominated company’s
Twitter Handle:

Nominator Contact information (Person completing this form)
Nominator’s First
Name: *
Nominator’s Last
Name: *
Nominator’s
Official Title: *
Nominator’s
Company Name: *
Nominator’s
Address: *
Nominator’s
City/Town: *
Nominator’s State:
Nominator’s
ZIP/Postal Code:
Nominator’s
Country: *
Nominator’s Email
Address: *
Nominator’s
Phone Number: *

THIS IS A TEMPLATE ONLY. ALL NOMINATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE ONLINE NOMINATION SURVEY.

CEO/Chairperson Contact Information
CEO’s First
Name: *
CEO’s Last
Name: *
CEO’s Official
Title: *
CEO’s Company
Name: *
CEO’s Address:
CEO’s City/Town
CEO’s State:
CEO’s ZIP/Postal
Code:
CEO’s Country: *
CEO’s Email
Address:
CEO’s Phone
Number:

Corporate Social Responsibility Award
This award is open to all companies in the energy space, including producers, traders, retailers and exchanges.
In these historic and universally challenging times, the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Award illuminates the
ever-important convergence of profitability and company values. Rather than an obligation, CSR is a voluntary
commitment, which greatly motivates employee morale; is of fundamental interest to customers, investors and other
key stakeholders; and is a key element of a company’s character.
The judges will seek a high-performing organization that has evidenced its positive influence on surrounding
communities, promotes teamwork toward sustainable, long-term impacts, and encourages active employee
participation beyond financial contributions. Not only will this organization have established a commitment to society
and its well-being, but will also have a compelling communications program that effectively conveys that commitment.
There will be two awards given in this category. Targeted CSR Award will highlight a CSR initiative that concentrates
on a singular space, even if it has vast impact; while Diversified CSR Award welcomes programs that simultaneously
concentrate on multiple areas; e.g. education, healthcare and economic prosperity.
Judges will consider all sustained programs, possibly part of a rich portfolio, that are currently in operation and
scheduled to continue through 2020.
Note: Due to the high number of distinguished nominees regularly received, Platts reserves the right to expand this
award.
The judging criteria glossary provides suggested content for the criteria below.
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1. Company Profile: *

(300 word limit)

2. CSR Annually Investment: *

*What percentage of revenue, does the company invest into this program annually?

3. Type of Program: *

(Please select the type of Program which applies to this nomination)
Targeted CSR Award will highlight a CSR initiative that concentrates on a singular space, even if it has
vast impact.
Diversified CSR Award welcomes programs that simultaneously concentrate on multiple areas; e.g.
education, healthcare and economic prosperity.
☐Targeted Program
☐Diversified Program

THIS IS A TEMPLATE ONLY. ALL NOMINATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE ONLINE NOMINATION SURVEY.

4. Summary and Rationale: *

(300 word limit)

3-4 highlights that communicate why your entry should win (300 word limit)

5. Benefit to community: *

(300 word limit)

THIS IS A TEMPLATE ONLY. ALL NOMINATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE ONLINE NOMINATION SURVEY.

6. Challenges: *

(300 word limit)

7. Communications Program: *

(300 word limit)

THIS IS A TEMPLATE ONLY. ALL NOMINATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE ONLINE NOMINATION SURVEY.

8. Employee Participation: *

8. Scope: *

(300 word limit)

(300 word limit)

Submit Your
Nomination to the
Online Form
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